. In this paper similar computations are performed when j > 8 and used to obtain some more new immersion and nonimmersion results.
Let a{n) denote the number of l's in the binary expansion of n and v (2 a (2b + 1)) = a. Let J^(g 0 , g 9 ) be a free J^-module with generators of degree 0 and 9, and I the left ideal generated by [9] , BO N [9] ) ~ 3*(ΣP N ) <g) ^(g 0 , g 9 )/I
(ii) For j -0, 1, 2, 4(8) and j ^ 10, there is an isomorphism of ^/-modules through degree N + 2j
In Proposition 2.1 we show how 1.3 can be used to compute the Adams spectral sequence (ASS) for BO [j] 
This work owes a heavy debt to Mark Mahowald, who devised this approach to immersions and suggested the validity of 1.3 (ii) and the case a(n) = 7 of 1.1. [j] . In this section we study the Z 2 -cohomology and stable homotopy groups of the spaces BO [j] as J^-modules ( [11] ).
2* The spaces BO[j]/BO N
Proof of Theorem 1.3(i) This follows the same outline as the previous proof with a few modifications due to the fact that 2 ί5 ( Through degree 17, fP(J3O [9] ) ^ Z 2 φ ^Vo/'/jy'CSg 2 ). Let u 9 denote the nonzero element of H\B0 [9] 
w 9 is easily seen to be an j^-module isomorphism in the desired range.
For example, [j] .
We exemplify with the case which will be used in proving Theorem L2. Other cases are treated similarly. Ext groups are graphed as in [2] - [8] , with vertical lines indicating multiplication by h Q e Ext^(Z 2 , Z 2 ) which corresponds (up to elements of higher filtration) to multiplication by 2 in homotopy groups, and diagonal (/) lines indicating multiplication by h 1 e ΈxVjβ (Z 2 , Z 2 ), which corresponds to ^e^+ 1 (S % ). Differentials in the ASS are indicated by diagonal (\) lines. PROPOSITION 
2.1.
Suppose BO [9] /BO n _ 16 [9] is given by n = 7 (8) .
The with some differentials omitted in the top degree.
Proof. Let N = n -16. By 1.3 (i) there is a short exact sequence of j^-modules [9] , BO N [9] 
This is computed as in [2; Ch. 3] or [8, Ch. 4 ] to begin
There is a nonzero boundary homomorphism in the Ext-sequence, which we picture as a ^-differential in the ASS. The ^-differentials are deduced by applying π*( ) to the diagram using the results of [4; Ch. 3] . The higher differentials in the top degree which are present in ΣP n _ 16 are deduced by considering the map of ASS induced by P % _ 16 -> P w _ 16 Λ bJ (see [5] ). We have also used <Z 2 (feo(iβl)) = 0 in ASS (P n _ lβ ), which is proved by going back to P«-w When v{n + 1) = 6, the element in 8 = 5, t -s = n may not be killed, which is the reason no immersion result is stated in this case. 
The case J ^= 0 is handled by similar techniques.
Let 8i = (6 -2)2 α and Q = J5O [8] /-BO βI _ β [8] Similarly Ext&/ +1 (JΪ*Q, JϊP 8Z+10 ) = ^2 for j = 0 and 1. The nonzero elements in these groups survive to give the nontrivial elements 2 j [fo] , where f Q is the map defined after (4.6). Thus there are no elements which could support a differential hitting fc 0 . 4* Proof of immersions (Theorem 1.2). The proof is very similar to that of [4; 1.1]. We let g: P n -> BO [9] classify the stable normal bundle and let g 7 denote the fibre of k 0 : BO [9] -> C, where C = J3O [9] /2?O % _ 16 [9] . We consider the diagram -As in [4; 1.4(c) ] the fibre of k x has the same w-type as -BO n _ lβ [9] . (This is the main reason for using BO [9] instead of BO [8] .) It suffices to prove (4.1) k o g is null-homotopic, so that there is a lifting I of g, and (4.2) there is a map P n -> 0C such that k λ μ(f x Z) is null-homotopic.
Proof of 4.1. We use the charts of π*(C) given in 2. Finally we show that any filtration 5 map P n -> C is null-homotopic. The only possible map not trivial by Ext-considerations (or [9] -> BO [8] /BO n _ 16 [S] sends the filtration 2 class in π n _ z to the filtration 3 class. Thus Plz\ -•> S*~~3 -* C is trivial and hence so is fk. But there is a unique filtration 5 extension of fk over P" since for i = 0, 1, 2, π n _ t (C) has no elements of filtration ^5. Hence the extension over P % is trivial. [9] > if AB0 M _ lf! [9] A if >ίf >'< [9] ] is computed as in [4; 4.9] or by computing Exty (JEΓ*( g 7 , JBO W _ 16 [9] ), P % ) as in 3.5. The Z 2 's are due to the Z 2 homotopy groups in degrees n -3 and n -7. Proof. This can be seen by using the map &/BO n -a [8] , where W = fibre (50 [8] with f = f 2 is null-homotopic and the analogue of (4.5) with f -f 2 is 0 or 4G 2 . Let l:P n ->i? be some lifting of g. There exists f':P n~+ β(£O [9] /.BO w _ u [9] ) such that k\μ\f x j 2 l) = 0. Either /' or /' -/ 2 factors as P n^Ω C^> Ω(BO [9] /BO n _ u [9] 
Proof of

